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In exercise 2 read the text, and pay attention to the forms of the wverbs. Are they usual forms in 
everyday life? What is stressed – the action -  it isn`t important whon performed the acion. Look at the 
GRAMMAR FOCUS – we have the passive form. The transitive verbs have the passive form (those with 
the object). For the Passive we have: TO BE + V-ed (3) 

I play basket.                                                      Basket is played by me.                           O =S          S=O 

S + V-s + O                                                               S + am/is/are + V-ed-(3) + by + O 

The sentence is in the Simple Present Tense. 

So in the Passive form we have:     am / is / are + V-ed (3) 

We begin with the object (which is now subject in the sentence)  then the verb „to be“ (am/is/are) and 
then the Past Participle of the main verb (V-ed-3). We have „by“ and then the object (the word from the 
active sentence which is subject). We also have to know the Objective Pronouns and the changes: 

I –         me                                  we -       us         The Personal Pronouns are in the function of a subject. 

you –    you                                you -       you       The Objective Pronouns are in the function of an object. 

he –      him                                 they -     them 

She –    her 

it  -        it 

If the sentence is in the Simple Past, then we have: was / were + V-ed (3) 

I played basket.                                          Basket was played by me. 

S + V-ed (2) + O                                            S + was / were + V-ed (3) + by + O 

 (Take the object first, then the past tense of the verb „to be“ then the main verb in the Past Participle 
form, then „by“ and at the end of the sentence in the passive form we take the subject from the active 
sentence, which is now the object of the Passive form. As a subject we can have some noun or pronoun. 

If the Active sentence is in the Present Perfect then we have : have / has + been + V-ed (3) 

I have played basket.                                   Basket has been played by me. 

Look at exercise 4. Complete the examples with the passive forms from the text in exercise 2  8words in 
blue). 

Do the exercise 6 (use the Simple Present, Simple Past, Present Perfect) and form the passive sentences. 

To make it easier you have these links: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dBmri7dGTxc 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dBmri7dGTxc


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dm6t01CUTgI 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HTvD2VGcsEo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ePfmgMTgXl8 
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